Monitor your fleet of HoistCam construction, industrial or marine equipment with the HoistCam™ Director enterprise fleet monitoring software. Compatible with all types of cranes such as tower, crawler, mobile and overhead cranes.

**FEATURES**
- Instant access to real-time video from anywhere in the world.
- Remotely view and collaboratively manage hundreds of job sites or equipment operations.
- GPS recording, geofencing and playback with map overlay.
- Search recordings by specific date, time or alarm condition.
- Record, store and archive video feeds to hard drive, SD-card or centralized server.*

**BENEFITS**
- Increase productivity by using real-time video to deploy or redeploy major assets.
- Align written assessments with current real-time visual comparisons.
- Allocate time and travel resources based on heightened awareness of job site status.
- Visually compare operations across all sites through a single point of view.
- Quickly access operations and incident data while promptly addressing and eliminating confusion.
- Collaboratively manage work flow and share information within the organization.

**KEY CONSIDERATIONS**
- Licensing:
  - **Basic License** – one concurrent user and MDVR at no additional cost.
  - **Enterprise License** - support for multiple concurrent users, MDVRs and remotely accessible recordings.
- **Cellular, Wifi or Ethernet** communication
- **Site Tracker Services** – customized reporting based on analysis of job site on safety, logistics and more
- In-house or HoistCam hosted centralized servers.*
- Support for Microsoft Windows® 7 and 8.
- Coming Soon: Mac, IOS® (iPhone® and iPad®) and Android.

*www.HoistCam.com